Abstract-We investigate multi-criteria optimization and Pareto front generation. Given an application modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of tasks and a multicore architecture, we produce a set of non-dominated (in the Pareto sense) static schedules of this DAG onto this multicore. The criteria we address are the execution time, reliability, power consumption, and peak temperature. These criteria exhibit complex antagonistic relations, which make the problem challenging. For instance, improving the reliability requires adding some redundancy in the schedule, which penalizes the execution time. To produce Pareto fronts in this 4-dimension space, we transform three of the four criteria into constraints (the reliability, the power consumption, and the peak temperature), and we minimize the fourth one (the execution time of the schedule) under these three constraints. By varying the thresholds used for the three constraints, we are able to produce a Pareto front of non-dominated solutions. We propose two algorithms to compute static schedules. The first is a ready list scheduling heuristic called Execution time, Reliability, POwer consumption and Temperature (ERPOT). ERPOT actively replicates the tasks to increase the reliability, uses Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling to decrease the power consumption, and inserts cooling times to control the peak temperature. The second algorithm uses an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) program to compute an optimal schedule. However, because our multi-criteria scheduling problem is NP-complete, the ILP algorithm is limited to very small problem instances. Comparisons showed that the schedules produced by ERPOT are on average only 10 percent worse than the optimal schedules computed by the ILP program, and that ERPOT outperforms the PowerPerf-PET heuristic from the literature on average by 33 percent.
INTRODUCTION
M ULTICORES are widely used in modern safety critical embedded systems design. Their advantages over super-scalar processor architectures are lower power consumption, higher performance, and lower design complexity [1] . When designing safety critical applications, many non-functional criteria must be addressed. The most important ones are the total execution time (because these systems must react to inputs within a fixed delay), the reliability (because failures could have fatal consequences), the power consumption (to maximize the autonomy of the system when it operates on a battery), and the temperature (because of its negative influence on processing speed, reliability, and power consumption) [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . There are many reallife applications that motivate our study, including satellite systems, portable medical devices, and full authority digital engine control (FADEC) in aircraft.
Considering these four criteria simultaneously during the design phase is very difficult because they are antagonistic [1] , [2] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] . For instance, the total execution time and reliability are antagonistic because increasing the reliability requires some form of redundancy (be it spatial or temporal), which negatively impacts the execution time. Similarly, the execution time and the temperature are antagonistic because adding idle times to cool the cores obviously has a negative impact on the execution time. Finally, the execution time and the power consumption are antagonistic because reducing the power consumption requires lowering the operating voltage and frequency of the cores, which increases the execution time. Those tradeoffs are easy to grasp (but difficult to address), but other tradeoffs are less obvious: for instance, lowering the operating voltage and frequency of a core (which lowers the power consumption) increases the nominal failure rate per time unit of this core. The reason is that the sensitivity of processors to energy particles leads to an increase of the failure rate at low voltage/frequency operating points [10] , [11] , because lowering the voltage decreases the critical charge of the circuit. As a consequence, the power consumption and the reliability are also antagonistic. Failing to take into account these antagonisms could result in bad design choices.
These antagonisms call for the computation of as many tradeoffs as possible, rather than a single tradeoff, so that the user will have a choice. We must therefore produce a set of solutions in the 4-dimensions space (execution time, reliability, power consumption, temperature). We rely on the notion of Pareto dominance, and we use a variant of the "-constraint method [12] , [13] coupled with a scheduling algorithm that accounts for the four criteria to produce the Pareto front in this 4D space. More precisely, we transform three criteria into constraints (the reliability, the power consumption, and the peak temperature), and we minimize the fourth one (the execution time of the schedule) under these three constraints.
Although several studies have addressed some of these parameters, none have considered these four criteria jointly in an optimization problem. For instance, some studies completely ignore the reliability [4] , [14] or the temperature [2] , [9] . Other studies tackle the problem as a hardware/software co-design problem, jointly optimizing the floorplan of the multicore and the schedule of the application task graph to minimize the peak temperature [14] , but without considering the reliability.
We therefore propose a static scheduling heuristic method called ERPOT, an acronym that stands for Execution time, Reliability, POwer consumption and Temperature. Given an application modeled as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) of tasks, a multicore architecture, and thresholds on the reliability, the power consumption, and the temperature, ERPOT generates a static schedule of this DAG onto this multicore such that each constraint is below its corresponding threshold, and such that the execution time is as small as possible. Each schedule is interpreted as a point in the 4D space (execution time, reliability, power consumption, temperature). By varying the values of the thresholds and calling iteratively ERPOT, we are able to produce a full Pareto front in this 4D space.
The problem of scheduling a DAG of tasks onto a distributed architecture is known to be NP-complete [15] , and so is the multi-criteria scheduling problem, which motivates the design of a heuristic algorithm. Additionally, we present an ILP program of the optimization problem, which is used to validate ERPOT (i.e., both algorithms produce the same schedule on the same problem instance) and to assess experimentally how good ERPOT is. Comparing the results of ERPOT with the optimal results obtained by the ILP program shows that the average difference is less than 10 percent. However, ERPOT is much faster than the ILP program, which fails to complete even for application graphs of relatively small sizes (8 tasks at most).
The key contributions of this paper are:
The ERPOT quad criteria scheduling heuristic, which optimizes the execution time, the reliability, the power consumption, and the temperature. A 4D variant of the "-constraint method [12] to build the Pareto front of the solutions in the 4D space (execution time, reliability, power, temperature). An ILP program of the quad criteria optimization problem to compare the solution computed by ERPOT with the optimal solution. ERPOT extends the heuristics proposed in [2] by taking into account the peak temperature. The first challenge of doing so lies in the intricate dependence of the temperature on the other criteria of [2] , namely the failure rate, the power consumption, and the execution time. The second challenge is in the scheduling heuristic itself: each scheduling decision is made by "predicting" what will be the value of the temperature, power consumption, and failure rate at the end of the task being scheduled. However, the temperature varies during the execution of the task, because it obeys the classical thermal differential equation. Since the power consumption (and similarly the failure rate) depends on the temperature, the computation of the power consumption is inexact unless it is performed continuously during the execution of the task being scheduled, which is much too expensive. Addressing this challenge requires an over-approximation of the temperature and the proof that this is safe for the power-consumption constraint. This was not the case when only the power consumption and the failure rate were considered, making the scheduling heuristic of [2] much simpler. The third challenge resides in maintaining the peak temperature below a given threshold, which involves a combination of lowering the voltage/frequency (thanks to DVFS), inserting cooling intervals, and over-estimating the temperature when there are "holes" at the end of schedule under construction. A final contribution compared to [2] is that The ILP program of [2] does not consider the cost of the communications, while the ILP program of Section 4.6, so the comparison performed in Section 5.4 is more relevant than the one presented in [2] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basics about Pareto dominance and how to compute the Pareto front with the "-constraint method. Section 3 provides the required preliminaries including the application and architecture models and the interplay between the reliability, the power consumption, the temperature, and the execution time. Section 4 provides the proposed scheduling heuristic ERPOT, along with its ILP counterpart. Section 5 presents the results of our simulations, performed both with syntactic benchmarks and with real-life benchmarks. Finally, Section 6 surveys the related work and Section 7 gives some concluding remarks.
PARETO OPTIMIZATION
Before detailing our problem formulation, solutions, and algorithms, we give foundational background on Pareto optimization. When optimizing more than one criterion, there can be several non-comparable solutions, e.g., (42, 13) versus (9, 78) in the case of two criteria that must be minimized. The principle of Pareto optimization is to explore the design space by providing as many solutions as possible, to study the tradeoffs between these solutions. To compare solutions, we rely on the notion of dominance and Pareto optima, presented below in the case of two criteria that must be minimized (see Fig. 1a ):
The point ðx; yÞ weakly dominates the point ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ iff ðx < x 0^y ¼ y 0 Þ _ ðx ¼ x 0^y < y 0 Þ. E.g., x 2 weakly dominates x 1 . The point ðx; yÞ strongly dominates the point ðx 0 ; y 0 Þ iff ðx < x 0^y < y 0 Þ. E.g., x 3 strongly dominates y 1 . A point is a weak Pareto optimum iff there does not exist another point that strongly dominates it. E.g., x 1 ; . . . ; x 5 are weak Pareto optima. A point is a strong Pareto optimum iff there does not exist another point that dominates it (weakly or strongly). E.g., x 2 ; . . . ; x 5 are strong Pareto optima.
The Pareto front is the set of all weak and strong Pareto optima. Building the whole Pareto front and considering all constraints in a multi-criteria problem is a complicated task. To do this, several approaches exist [16] , including the aggregation method that combines all the criteria in a single cost function, the hierarchization method that optimizes one criteria at a time, and the transformation method that transforms all the criteria except one into thresholds, and optimizes the remaining criterion under the constraints that the thresholds are satisfied (this last method is also called "budget optimization"). It is also possible to use population based methods, (e.g., genetic algorithms, particle swarm, ant colony, ...) or the Normal-Boundary Intersection method (NBI) [17] .
Varying the cost function in the aggregation method or varying the order of the criteria in the hierarchization method can lead to computing several Pareto points, but not the entire Pareto front, a major theoretical drawback. The aggregation method is illustrated in Fig. 1b where the aggregation function is fðZ 1 ; Z 2 Þ ¼ a 1 Z 1 þ a 2 Z 2 . For two given values of a 1 and a 2 , the Pareto point that is found is the one that minimizes f: geometrically, it is the point from the Pareto front intersecting the line of slope Àa 1 =a 2 and having the smallest value at origin (the p in Fig. 1b) . The problem is that the concave portions of the Pareto front will be missed, e.g., the x 4 point in Fig. 1b ; more generally, this is always the case if the aggregation function is convex (which is the case of f). However, if the aggregation function is not convex, then there is no guarantee that the computed points are on the Pareto front. For instance, a non-convex aggregation function could return the point y 1 .
Overall, the transformation method is an effective method to build the entire Pareto front when used in an iterative way. With two criteria, this is known as the "-Constraint Method ("CM) [12] , depicted in Fig. 1a . The criterion Z 1 is transformed into a constraint. At iteration 1, the threshold for Z 1 is set to K 1 1 ¼ þ1, yielding the Pareto optimum x 1 . At iteration 2, the threshold K 2 1 is set to the horizontal coordinate of x 1 , therefore excluding the portion of the plane that is emphasized (in pink) and yielding the Pareto optimum x 2 . This process repeats until all the points of the Pareto front have been found (if there is finite number of them), or until some predecided number of Pareto point have been found. Under the two conditions that (i) the number of Pareto optima is finite and that (ii) the minimization algorithm for Z 2 computes the optimal result, "CM computes the entire optimal Pareto front.
"CM has been later generalized to more than two criteria in [13] , but at a very high computational cost: k mÀ1 OðoptÞ, where k is the number of points in the Pareto front, m is the number of criteria, and OðoptÞ is the complexity of the single criterion optimization algorithm. This computational complexity makes the generalized "CM unfeasible for our problem (if only for the reason that the number of Pareto points is not bounded).
Instead, for each of the m À 1 criteria turned into a constraint, we simply divide the useful range of this criterion into p equally spaced intervals, and we invoke a single criterion optimization algorithm in each of the resulting p mÀ1 zones of the search space. We call this the Grid Method, depicted in Fig. 2a where the Z 1 axis is divided into 4 intervals, ½K OðoptÞ. This is still exponential in m À 1 but the number of intervals p is much less than the number of Pareo points k. The number of intervals can be identical for each of the m À 1 criteria or not: each range can thus be divided into p i intervals (not even necessarily equally spaced), resulting in an overall complexity of ð Q mÀ1 i¼1 p i ÞOðoptÞ. The choice of the intervals in each dimension has obviously an impact on the resulting Pareto front. For instance, the grid method illustrated in Fig. 2a builds a Pareto front that does not include the point x 4 because, in the interval ½K 4 1 ; K 3 1 Þ (emphasized in pink), the point that minimizes Z 2 is x 3 . With a different grid, the point x 4 could be obtained, as shown in Fig. 2b . On the one hand, using a finer grid will produce a Pareto front with more points, but this can become too costly. On the other hand, using an irregular grid could find more Pareto points but this seems very difficult to control a priori. It is simpler to generate the Pareto front with evenly spaced intervals in each dimension (the number of intervals depending on the time one is ready to spend to compute the Pareto front) and then, in order to improve locally the Pareto front around a particular Pareto optimum, to use either local search methods or to refine the intervals locally around this Pareto optimum. For instance, in Fig. 1 , if x 3 is identified as an interesting compromise, then the user can either use a local search algorithm around x 3 , or he/she can divide the ½K To summarize, we use Algorithm 1 to implement the grid method, in the particular case of 2 criteria as in 
end while 7:
return REMOVENONDOMINATEDPOINTS(Res) 8: end function As a final remark, note that in Figs. 1 and 2 , the Pareto front is depicted as a solid green line. It delimits the portion of the plane (above it and on its right) where all the points are dominated by a known Pareto optimum. This differs from the broken line that connects the Pareto optima (depicted in dotted blue), as is demonstrated by Fig. 1b: the point x 4 is above the dotted blue line, and yet we do not know whether or not is represents a feasible compromise between Z 1 and Z 2 , because no Pareto optimum has been found that dominates x 4 .
SYSTEM MODEL

Application and Architecture Models
An application is modeled as a directed acyclic graph Alg ¼ ðV; EÞ, where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Each node represents a computing task, and each edge represents data-dependencies among two tasks. All tasks are assumed to be side-effect free (this assumption is required for active replication). If X ! Y is a data-dependency, then X is predecessor of Y and Y is successor of X. X is called the source of the data-dependency and Y is called its destination. We also define the sets predðXÞ ¼ fY jðY; XÞ 2 Eg and succðXÞ ¼ fY jðX; Y Þ 2 Eg. Tasks with no predecessor are called input tasks, and those with no successors are called output tasks. Fig. 3a shows an example of a DAG with two input tasks (I 1 and I 2 ), one output task (O 1 ) and four regular tasks (A, B, C and D).
An architecture is a possibly heterogeneous multicore chip with one or more communication buses. It is modeled as a graph Arc ¼ ðC; B; LÞ, where C is the set of cores, B is the set of communication buses, and each e 2 L is a pair ðc; bÞ 2 C Â B specifying that the core c is connected to the bus b. We assume that there exists a path between any two cores c and c
0 . An example of a target architecture made of four cores and one bus is shown in Fig. 3b .
We are also given a function Exe nom that returns the nominal (corresponding to the highest frequency) worst case execution times (WCETs) of all the tasks of Alg onto all the cores of Arc, as well as the worst case communication times (WCCTs) of all the data-dependencies of Alg onto all the communication buses of Arc. An intra-core communication takes no time to execute. For the sake of simplicity, all execution times are assumed to be integer numbers.
Computing the WCET of a given task on a processor has been the topic of much work. It involves finding the sequence of instructions in the program of the task that leads to the longest execution time. This is achieved by extracting the control flow graph (CFG) of the program, then by giving a duration (i.e., a number of clock cycles) to each basic block of the CFG. These durations are computed based on a model of the micro-architecture of the processor. This steps includes some pessimism because of the hardware abstraction, be it in the cache replacement policy, the pipeline, the branch predictor, or the prefetch buffer. Based on this, the WCET is the length of the most weighted path in the annotated CFG. In general, the CFG contains backward edges, corresponding to the loops of the program. In this case, it is necessary to analyze the program in order to bound the number of iterations of each loop, which is classically done with abstract interpretation [18] .
WCET analysis has been applied with success to real-life single-core processors actually used in embedded systems, with branch prediction [19] or with caches and pipelines [20] . These methods have later been adapted to multicores [21] , [22] , [23] , taking into account the shared resources in the multicore (e.g., the shared memory or the bus).
Finally, the multicore is equipped with per-core DVFS. For each core, a set of (voltage,frequency) pairs fðV i ; f i Þg 1 i ' is given. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all the cores have the same set of (voltage,frequency) pairs. The actual execution time of a task t on a core c depends on the frequency f (in contrast, the buses are assumed to run at a fixed frequency denoted f b ). To ease the computations, we transform the frequencies into scaling factors. E.g., if the set of available frequencies is f900 MHz; 600 MHz; 300 MHzg, then we use the scaling factors
As a result, the WCET of task t at frequency f is given by: Exeðt; c; fÞ ¼ dExe nom ðt; cÞ=fe;
where the dÁe function guarantees that Exe always returns an integer number.
Static Mapping and Scheduling
The specifications of the system consists of Alg, Arc, and Exe nom . Implementing such a system involves two steps: First, we must find one or several cores of Arc to execute each task of Alg, and one or several communication buses of Arc for each data-dependency: this is the mapping. During this phase, we take into account (i) the reliability constraint by choosing how many cores must execute each task, (ii) the power consumption constraint by choosing at what frequency/voltage each component (core or bus) should execute each task and data-dependency, and (iii) the temperature constraint by inserting cooling times whenever necessary. Second, we must compute the starting time for each pair (task,proc) and each pair (data dep.,bus): this is the scheduling. This paper solves these two steps statically, i.e., at compile time, based on a ready list scheduling heuristic. Finally, as said in the introduction, we schedule under constraints on the failure rate, the power consumption, and the temperature. We note respectively L obj , P obj , and T obj these constraints.
Reliability
Both the cores and the buses are assumed to be fail-silent. Classically, we adopt the failure model of Shatz and Wang [24] : failures are transient, and the maximal duration of a failure is such that it affects only the current task executing onto the faulty core and not the subsequent tasks (same for the buses); this is known as the "hot" failure model. Since the real-time systems we target are safety critical, the occurrence of failures is not acceptable and their reliability must be as close as possible to 1. One of the main causes of system failure are transient failures [25] , which are commonly modeled by a Poisson distribution with a constant rate denoted [26] . Accordingly, the reliability of a single task or data-dependency t mapped onto a hardware component c (either a core or a bus) running at frequency f is Rðt; c; fÞ ¼ e À c ÁExeðt;c;fÞ ;
where c is the failure rate per time unit of the hardware component c, and Exeðt; c; fÞ is the execution time of t on c at frequency f, computed with Eq. (1). When t is not replicated, we use Eq. (2). When t is actively replicated on a set K of k hardware components numbered fc i g 1 i k , each of them operating at frequency f c i , its reliability is
However, because of the operating frequency f, is not constant anymore but is instead a function of the frequency [10] 
where 0 is the nominal failure rate per time unit, r f is the frequency-dependent factor, b is a strictly positive constant that accounts for the susceptibility of hardware to transient faults due to frequency scaling, f is the operational frequency level, and f min is the lowest frequency of the system. Recall that the frequency value f is normalized in the range [0, 1] with f max ¼ 1. This is consistent with Eq. (1). Many articles have studied the impact of the temperature on the rate of transient faults [27] , [28] , [29] . In addition, there are several mechanisms that lead to permanent failures, most notably electro-migration, negative bias temperature instability, stress migration, time-dependent dielectric breakdown, and thermal cycling [3] , [30] . All of these phenomena can be characterized by a failure rate as an exponential function of the temperature. We take into account the effect of the temperature on the failure rate per time unit with the Arrhenius equation [3] 
where again 0 is the nominal failure rate per time unit, r T is the temperature-related factor, E a is the activation energy, K is the Boltzmann's constant, T ðtÞ is the temperature of the system at time t in Kelvin, and T 0 is the initial temperature. Of course, we will also have to take into account the effect of each core's temperature on the other cores (see Section 3.5). Finally, we combine Eqs. (4) and (5) to provide a global equation of the failure rate per time unit as a function of the frequency and the temperature. Since the frequency factor r f and the temperature factor r T are both dimension-less, the dimension of sys is the same as 0 , hence sys is also a failure rate per time unit
When computing the reliability of a given task or datadependency t on a single hardware component c i (resp. a set K ¼ fc i g 1 i k ), we therefore use Eq. (2) (resp. Eq. 
where t is shown to make explicit the dependency of the temperature of c i on the time in sys ðc i Þ. In the entire paper, we take the temperature at the task granularity, i.e., we assume that T ðtÞ remains constant for the entire duration of t. We will prove at the end of this section that doing so is safe for the L obj constraint. It has been demonstrated in [2] , [5] that using the reliability as a constraint in the "-constraint method does not work. Intuitively, this is because the reliability is not an invariant measure of the number of scheduled tasks. Indeed, computing the reliability of a schedule involves, at each mapping decision, a multiplication by a factor that is strictly less than 1: see Eq. (3). This is illustrated in Fig. 4a , where the horizontal axis counts the task numbers in their mapping order (recall that we use a ready list scheduling algorithm). As long as the reliability is above the threshold R obj , the tasks are not replicated, because this is what minimizes the schedule length; thus the replication level of tasks 1 to 4 is 1 (red dashed line). This results in a multiplicative factor significantly below 1, which causes the system's reliability to drop (blue solid line). Once task 4 has been scheduled, the reliability is very close to R obj ; this causes the replication level to skyrocket up to a value sufficient for the multiplying factor to be close enough to 1, so that the system's reliability remains above R obj . We call this the "funnel effect" [2] .
For this reason, instead of the reliability, we use the Global System Failure Rate (GSFR) [5] . Intuitively, the GSFR of a possibly partial schedule is the failure rate of the system operating under this schedule as if it was a single task mapped on a single core. As a consequence, we schedule under a constraint L obj on the GSFR instead of a constraint R obj on the reliability. For a single task t, the GSFR is denoted LðtÞ and is computed as Lðt; c; f; tÞ ¼ Àlog ðRðt; c; f; tÞÞ Exeðt; c; fÞ :
And for a schedule S, the GSFR LðSÞ is computed as Exeðt; c; fÞ;
where RðSÞ is the reliability of the schedule S and UðSÞ is the overall sum of the execution times of the cores in S. The notation ðt; c; fÞ 2 S means that, in the schedule S, task t is executed on core c at frequency f. Eq. (10) is equivalent to RðSÞ ¼ e ÀLðSÞÁUðSÞ , which is the same as Eq. (2) but for a schedule S instead of a single task t.
One key aspect of Eq. (10) is that it uses UðSÞ and not the schedule length. There are two reasons behind this choice: first it makes the computation of the GSFR compositional with respect to the structure of the schedule, and second it is consistent with the "hot" failure model [5] .
The consequence of this shift from the reliability to the GSFR is that, from now on, our state space will be the 4D space (execution time, GSFR, power, temperature).
We are now ready to prove that assuming the temperature on each core c j and on the bus b to remain constant during the duration of each task/data-dependency t is safe w.r. t. the L obj constraint. Proposition 1. Let t be a task or a data-dependency scheduled on a hardware component c at frequency f, starting at time t 0 and finishing at time t f ¼ t 0 þ Exeðt; c; fÞ. The reliability of t on c is computed with Eq. (7) and the GSFR with Eq. (9). (i) If the temperature increases over the interval ½t 0 ; t f , then fixing T ðtÞ ¼ T ðt f Þ is safe regarding the L obj constraint. (ii) If the temperature decreases over the interval ½t 0 ; t f , then fixing T ðtÞ ¼ T ðt 0 Þ is safe regarding the L obj constraint.
Proof. (i) In the heating mode, the temperature increases during the execution of t, and when it does, sys ðcÞ increases too. Since R is decreasing in function of sys , we have 8t 2 ½t 0 ; t f ; Rðt; c; f; tÞ ! Rðt; c; f; t f Þ: Since Rðt; c; f; tÞ ! Rðt; c; f; t f Þ()Lðt; c; f; tÞ Lðt; c; f; t f Þ, we therefore have Lðt; c; f; t f Þ L obj ¼) 8t 2 ½t 0 ; t f ; Lðt; c; f; tÞ L obj ;
which proves that assuming that T ðtÞ remains constant and equal to T ðt f Þ is safe regarding the L obj constraint.
(ii) In the cooling mode, the proof is identical since T ðtÞ decreases so sys ðtÞ decreases, hence assuming that T ðtÞ remains constant and equal to T ðt 0 Þ is safe regarding the L obj constraint. t u
Power Consumption
The power consumption of a single task (or data-dependency) running on a hardware component is composed of two aspects [10] , [31] : (i) the leakage power and (ii) the dynamic power. The former depends on the leakage current, which itself mostly depends on the chip temperature, while the latter depends on the chosen pair (voltage V , frequency f).
The overall power consumption P sys is equal to P leak þ P dyn , computed by
Regarding the leakage power, a, b h , and b c are architecture-dependent coefficients and are determined based on the characteristics of the platform; b h is used in the heating mode and b c in the cooling mode [8] . Finally, T ðtÞ is the chip temperature at time t, in Kelvin. Regarding the dynamic power, V is the supply voltage, f is the frequency, C ef is the switching capacitance (a constant that depends on the chip technology), and g is the activity ratio, which varies from 0 (no activity) to 1 (all gates are active at each cycle). In theory, there should be a different g for each task, and our scheduling algorithm can handle it. In practice, for the sake of simplicity we take an average g value, identical for all the tasks. Recall that we take the temperature at the task granularity, i.e., we assume that T ðtÞ remains constant for the entire duration of t. The following property states that doing this is safe regarding the P obj constraint. Proposition 2. Let t be a task or a data-dependency scheduled on a hardware component c at frequency f, starting at time t 0 and finishing at time t f ¼ t 0 þ Exeðt; c; fÞ. The power consumption of c during the execution of t is computed with Eq. (11). (i) If the temperature increases over the interval ½t 0 ; t f , then fixing T ðtÞ ¼ T ðt f Þ is safe regarding the P obj constraint. (ii) If the temperature decreases over the interval ½t 0 ; t f , then fixing T ðtÞ ¼ T ðt 0 Þ is safe regarding the P obj constraint.
Proof. (i) In the heating mode, the temperature increases during the execution of t, and when it does, P sys ðtÞ increases too. It follows that assuming T ðtÞ to remain constant over the interval ½t 0 ; t f and equal to T ðt f Þ yields 8t; P sys ðtÞ P sys ðt f Þ. Therefore, we have P sys ðt f Þ P obj ¼) 8t 2 ½t 0 ; t f ; P sys ðtÞ P obj ; which proves that assuming that T ðtÞ remains constant and equal to T ðt f Þ is safe regarding the P obj constraint.
(ii) In the cooling mode, the proof is identical since T ðtÞ decreases so P sys ðtÞ decreases, hence assuming that T ðtÞ remains constant and equal to T ðt 0 Þ is safe regarding the P obj constraint.
t u From Eq. (11), we can then compute the energy consumed by the system when executing a schedule (possibly partial). However, the same funnel effect as with the reliability occurs if one uses the energy as a constraint in the "-constraint method [2] . The reason again is that the energy is not an invariant measure of the number of scheduled tasks. Indeed, computing the energy consumed by a schedule involves, at each mapping decision, an addition of a term that is strictly positive. This is illustrated in Fig. 4b : the horizontal axis counts the task numbers in their mapping order; the blue solid line depicts the cumulative energy consumed by the system; up to task 6, the energy is below the energy constraint E obj so everything is fine; however, there is no possibility to schedule task 7 without violating the energy constraint. For this reason, in our multi-criteria scheduling heuristic we use the power consumption, with a constraint P obj , which is an invariant measure of the number of scheduled tasks.
Temperature
The instantaneous temperature of a computing system depends on the power consumption and on the current temperature (and its variations in time). For a given hardware component c (core or bus), it is computed based on the following differential equation [32] 
where C and G are the architecture-based constants for the heat conductivity, T c , t, T amb , and P are respectively the temperature of c, the time, the ambient temperature (assumed to be less than T obj 1 ), and the instantaneous power consumption of the system. The power consumption is the sum of the static and dynamic power, as given by Eq. (11).
For each component c, we wish to take into account the effect of the temperature of its neighbors, according to the chip floorplan. To achieve this, we add a heat transfer term to Eq. (12)
and we use the coarse grain floorplan of Fig. 3c (similar to the spatial thermal model and floorplan of [33] ) to model this two-dimension heat transfer as
where nbrðcÞ is the set of all neighbors of c, T c is the temperature of c, and kðc; c 0 Þ is the thermal conductivity between c and c 0 , which depends on their distance and on the chip geometry characteristics (as given in the floorplan).
Combining Eqs. (13) and (14) yields the following differential equation for T c ðtÞ:
We then proceed as in [8] to re-write Eq. (15) as
When computing the evolution of the temperature of c during the execution of t, we assume that the temperatures of the neighbors remain constant for the entire duration of t, and equal to their respective temperature at the end of t. By virtue of the same reasoning as the one made in Section 3.4, this is safe regarding the T obj constraint. It follows that the closed form solution to the differential Eq. (16) is
where T heat 1 ¼ B=A is the heating steady state temperature and T 0 ¼ T ðt 0 Þ is the temperature of the system at t 0 . We note T heat c ðt 0 ; tÞ the temperature computed with Eq. (17) . When c is idle, the computation of the temperature is identical except that the term C ef Á V 2 Á f in Eq. (11) disappears and b h is replaced by b c , yielding the following closed form:
where
=A is the cooling steady state temperature and T 0 ¼ T ðt 0 Þ is the temperature of the system at t 0 , i.e., at the start of the cooling time. We note T cool c ðt 0 ; tÞ the temperature computed with Eq. (18).
ERPOT: THE PROPOSED QUAD-CRITERIA OPTIMIZATION SCHEDULING HEURISTIC METHOD
The optimal mapping of a DAG of tasks on a multicore is a known NP-complete problem [15] . We therefore propose a heuristic algorithm, more precisely a ready list scheduling, for which we formally prove that each computed schedule satisfies the GSFR, power consumption, and temperature constraints (Section 4.2). In addition, in order to assess the performances of our heuristic, we implement an optimal version on top of an ILP solver (Section 4.6).
General Principles of ERPOT
We are given:
1. If T amb > T obj , then putting the component in the idle mode does not allow it to cool down. of of all the tasks / data-dependencies of Alg onto all the cores / buses of Arc, (iv) a set of frequencies for the cores F ¼ ff j g 1 j ' and a fixed frequency f b for the buses, all taken as scaling factors, (v) three constraints L obj , P obj , and T obj respectively on the GSFR, the power consumption, and the temperature, (vi) and the initial temperature of the chip T init .
The goal is to compute, if it exists, a schedule of Alg onto Arc such that the three constraints are met and the execution time is minimal. 2 If no solution is found, it means that the available hardware resources are not sufficient to meet the desired constraints L obj , P obj , and T obj . This issue is discussed in Section 4.2.
In order to keep the GSFR below L obj , we use the active replication of tasks. We compute the reliability of a partial schedule by building the corresponding Reliability Block Diagram (RBD) [26] . An RBD is a DAG that starts with a source node S and ends with a destination node D. Between S and D, each of its nodes corresponds to one task (or data-dependency) scheduled on a core (or bus). By definition, an RBD is operational iff there exists at least one operational path from S to D. A path is operational iff all the blocks in this path are operational. The probability that a block is operational is its reliability, computed with Eq. (2). By construction, the probability that an RBD is operational is therefore equal to the reliability of the static schedule it represents.
Computing the reliability in this way assumes that the occurrences of the failures are statistically independent events. Without this hypothesis, the fact that some blocks belong to several paths from S to D makes the computation of the reliability very complex. Concerning hardware faults, this hypothesis is reasonable, but this would not be the case for software faults [34] .
In general, the structure of the RBD is unspecified, which makes the reliability computation NP-complete [35] . Following [5] , the solution we use to prevent this is to insert routing tasks (the execution time of which is 0) from each set of replicas of a predecessor task to the set of replicas of its successor task. As a result, the RBD is serial-parallel, which makes the reliability computation linear. For any task t of Alg, all its replicas appear in parallel in the same block of the RBD, whose reliability is therefore computed by Eq. (3), and the RBD is composed of all these blocks in sequence (hence the serial-parallel structure). Consider for instance a simple DAG with two tasks X ! Y to be scheduled onto a six-core chip with a single bus. If X is replicated twice on cores c 1 and c 2 (its two replicas being denoted X 1 and X 2 ), and Y is replicated twice on cores c 4 and c 5 (its two replicas being denoted Y 1 and Y 2 ), then the RBD for this schedule will have the form shown in Fig. 5 .
In practice, our scheduling heuristics will optimize the placement of the routing tasks so as to minimize the total execution time, for instance by mapping R to c 1 or c 2 .
Owing to the serial-parallel structure of the RBD, computing the reliability of a schedule (be it partial of final) is compositional. It follows that, to guarantee that the entire schedule satisfies the L obj constraint, it suffices to guarantee that each block of the RBD satisfies this constraint.
In order to keep the power consumption below P obj , we use two techniques: (i) on the one hand DVFS, which is available on many modern multicores such as the Intel i7-2600 quad-core or the Samsung Exynos 5,422 octa-core; this allows us to lower the P dyn term of Eq. (11); and (ii) on the other hand we try to keep the temperature below T obj , which allows us to lower the P leak term of Eq. (11) . Computing the dynamic power consumption requires computing the energy consumed by the schedule (be it partial or local), and then to divide it by the schedule length. The compositionality issue raised by the GSFR computation also arises here. As demonstrated in [2] , this issue can be solved by over-estimating the energy consumption each time that the partial schedule has a "hole" at the end, that is, each time one of the cores is idle while the other cores are busy executing their last task. Overestimation is achieved by computing the energy consumed by such a schedule as if the "hole" was "filled" with a virtual task running at the maximal frequency.
In order to keep the temperature below T obj , we insert cooling times to allow the cores to cool down [8] , [36] , [37] (the buses are always much less loaded than the cores, so they never need to cool down). We follow the same principle as the JUST strategy proposed in [8] for single-core processors, with two differences: first, the target architecture is a multicore, and second, our objective is to minimize the schedule length under a maximal temperature constraint. The rationale of the JUST strategy is to insert cooling times as late as possible and only when needed, i.e., just in time. Thus, each time we want to schedule a task t on a core c, we evaluate the temperature of each core in the multicore at the end of this task, taking into account the planned voltage and frequency of t and the influence of the temperature of the neighbors of c. If it exceeds T obj , then we postpone the starting time of t by inserting a cooling time in order to cool down the core c. The length of the cooling time is the smallest length such that the temperature at the end of t does not exceed T obj .
Recall that a high temperature has a negative effect on the reliability (as shown in Eq. (6)) as well as on the leakage power consumption (see Eq. (11)). This makes it all the more important to limit the maximal temperature.
Quad-Criteria Scheduling Heuristic Algorithm
ERPOT is a ready list scheduling algorithm implemented in MATLAB (1,300 lines of code). It works with two lists, the list 2. The execution time of the schedule is also called C max or schedule length in the scheduling community.
In a preliminary phase, we traverse the Alg graph breadthfirst, from the output tasks to the input tasks, in order to compute, for each task t, the Longest Execution Path from t to the end of the graph, noted LEP ðtÞ. This notion is similar to the "bottom-level" presented in [38] . Intuitively, LEP ðtÞ accounts for all the "future" tasks of t. For each task t, it is computed as follows: If succðtÞ ¼ ;, then we compute its LEP as LEP ðtÞ ¼ ð P c2C Exe nom ðt; cÞÞ=jCj. The nominal execution time of t is averaged over all the cores (the set C) since we do not know in advance onto which core t will be actually scheduled. If succðtÞ ¼ ft 0 g, then LEP ðtÞ ¼ LEP ðt 0 Þ þ ð P c2C Exe nom ðt; cÞÞ=jCj. Since t has only one successor, its nominal execution time is added to the LEP of its only successor (again, averaged over all cores). If succðtÞ ¼ ft i g 1 i k with k ! 2, then LEP ðtÞ ¼ max 1 i k LEP ðt i Þ þ ð P c2C Exe nom ðt; cÞÞ=jCj. Since t has more than one successor, its averaged nominal execution time is added to the max of the LEP s of all its successors (again, averaged over all cores). Still in the preliminary phase, we build the set 2 C of all subsets of C, and for each such subset fc i g 1 i k 2 2 C , we build all the possible sets of pairs fðc i ; f j Þg 1 i k;1 j ' , where ' is the number of available frequencies. We denote by Q the set of all such sets of pairs (core,frequency).
In the main phase of ERPOT, we first assign to Ready ð0Þ the set of input tasks of V, and to Sched ð0Þ the empty set. Then, at each step ðnÞ, we select the most urgent task to be scheduled among all the ready tasks, that is, the task t urg for which LEP ðtÞ is the largest: t urg ¼ argmax t2Ready ðnÞ LEP ðtÞ.
The next step involves selecting the best subset of cores and their associated frequencies to execute t urg . Each Q i 2 Q is a potential scheduling choice for t urg , which we need to evaluate according to our three constraints and our minimization criterion. We denote by Q best the best scheduling choice, by L ðnÞ the schedule length at step ðnÞ, thus before executing t on Q best , and by L ðnþ1Þ ðt; Q best Þ the schedule length after executing t on Q best , which we shorten into L ðnþ1Þ to avoid heavy notations. Similarly, we denote by L ðnÞ the GSFR, E ðnÞ the energy, and T ðnÞ the temperature at step ðnÞ, again shortened. We further note Lðt; Q best Þ the GSFR of the parallel block corresponding to executing t onto each core of Q best . Recall that we have explained in Section 4.1 that the GSFR of a schedule is computed block by block, as a result of the serial-parallel structure of its RBD. With these notations, Q best is given by the following equation:
Eq. (19) might return an empty set Q best . This can occur for three reasons:
Either there is no subset of cores Q i that satisfies the GSFR criterion Lðt; Q i Þ L obj . In other words, the number of available cores is not sufficient to reach the required GSFR level. The heuristic fails and returns a "no solution" result. Recall that we want to find solutions in the 4D space (execution time, GSFR, power, temperature). So "no solution" only means that there will be no Pareto point at the coordinates ðL obj ; P obj ; T obj Þ in the 4D space. (2) Either there is no subset of cores Q i that satisfies the power consumption criterion À E ðnþ1Þ ÀE
ðnÞ Á . In other words, the available frequencies are not sufficient to reach the required power consumption level. Like in case 1 above, the heuristic fails and returns a "no solution" result. (3) Or there is no subset of cores Q i that satisfies the temperature criterion T
T obj . In this case, let Q 0 i ¼ fc j 2 Q i j T ðnþ1Þ ðc j Þ > T obj g and let t j be earliest time at which t can start on core c j . We add to each core c j 2 Q 0 i a cooling time of length s j that starts at t j , such that s j is the smallest integer satisfying the inequality 
Soundness of our Scheduling Heuristic
We prove in this section four key propositions on the produced schedules, which guarantee that the schedules generated by ERPOT satisfy the L obj , P obj , and T obj constraints. of Alg has been scheduled on the subset of cores Q best defined by Eq. (19) , thus satisfying the GSFR constraint L obj , then the total schedule S will also meet the L obj constraint.
Proof (see [5] ). Each task t i of Alg is scheduled onto a subset Q i best that was selected by Eq. (19) . Hence, for all t i in Alg, we have Lðt i ; Q i best Þ L obj . Owing to the serial-parallel structure of the RBD corresponding to the schedule S and to the fact that the GSFR is computed compositionally from the RBD, it follows that LðSÞ L obj . t u Proposition 4. Let S be a schedule of Alg onto Arc. If each task of Alg has been scheduled on the subset of cores Q best defined by Eq. (19), thus satisfying the power consumption constraint P obj , then the total schedule S will also meet the P obj constraint.
Proof (see [2] ). The proof follows from Eq. (19) and from the compositionality of the power consumption (as opposed to the energy). Notice that the constraint on the power consumption in Eq. (19) is actually expressed as a constraint between the energy increase ðE ðnþ1Þ À E ðnÞ Þ and the schedule length increase ðL ðnþ1Þ À L ðnÞ Þ. The reason is the following: suppose that, at step ðnÞ, the most urgent task is t i with Q i best ¼ fðc i ; f i Þg; suppose also that, in the partial schedule before mapping t i , the finish time L c i on core c i is such that L c i þ Exeðt i ; c i ; f i Þ L ðnÞ ; in other words, scheduling t i on c i at frequency f i does not increase the current schedule length because there is a "hole" at the end of the schedule of core c i . Hence L ðnÞ ¼ L ðnþ1Þ . In contrast, the energy does increase when t i is scheduled on c i at frequency f i , so E ðnþ1Þ > E ðnÞ . To overcome this issue, we have proposed in [2] a solution where we "fill" each "hole" at the end of the schedule with a virtual task executing at the maximal frequency f max . It follows the energy consumed by the partial schedule at each step ðnÞ is over-estimated.
With this over-estimation, we prove the desired property by induction on ðnÞ. At step (1), the property is verified because the first task is scheduled according to Eq. (19)
L ð1Þ P obj :
Then, our induction hypothesis is
As a result of Eq. (19), we have
Owing to the induction hypothesis (20) , this implies , thus satisfying the temperature constraint T obj , and if T init T obj , then the maximum temperature reached during one execution of S starting at T init will also meet the T obj constraint.
Proof. By hypothesis, T ð0Þ ¼ T init T obj . Then, the maximum temperature during S is equal to max 1 i n T ðnÞ . Since each scheduling decision satisfies Eq. (19), it follows that 81 i n; T ðnÞ T obj . As a conclusion we have max 1 i n T ðnÞ T obj . t u
Dealing with Reactive Systems
Propositions 3 and 4 are valid when the schedule is executed once, but also when the schedule is executed repeatedly and infinitely, as is the case for reactive systems. What characterizes a reactive system is that it controls some physical device (e.g., a satellite) and that it must continue to do so during the entire life of this physical device. Proposition 5 is valid when the schedule S is executed once, but not when it is repeated infinitely. The reason is due to the difference between the initial temperature T init when the schedule starts and the final temperature T f when the schedule ends (and also to the fact that the temperature curve depends on the initial temperature, as opposed to the GSFR and the power). Two cases arise:
(1) If T init < T f T obj , then executing a second time the same schedule will inevitably increase further the temperature, so after some bounded number of executions of this schedule, the multicore temperature will violate the T obj constraint. Recall that the cooling times are static and have been inserted in the schedule based on T init . This is not safe.
If T f < T init T obj , then executing a second time the same schedule will inevitably decreasefurther the temperature, so after a large number of executions of this schedule, the multicore temperature will drop to the ambient temperature. This is not optimal. Therefore, in order to be safe regarding the T obj constraint and to be optimal, we should guarantee that T f ¼ T init , which can only be achieved by being in Case 1 and then inserting on each core a cooling time until the average temperature of the multicore is equal to T init (because we can cool down the multicore after executing the schedule by inserting a cooling time, while we cannot heat it). Proposition 6 generalizes Proposition 5 to the case of a schedule executed repeatedly.
Proposition 6. Let S be a schedule of Alg onto Arc with initial temperature T init , final temperature T f , and execution time C max . If each task of Alg has been scheduled on the subset of cores Q best defined by Eq. (19) (thus satisfying the temperature constraint T obj ), if T init T f T obj , and if we insert a cooling time of size d at the end of S such that T cool ðC max ; dÞ ¼ T init , then the maximum temperature reached during an arbitrary number of executions of S starting at T init will also meet the T obj constraint.
Proof. We prove this property by induction on the number m of executions of S. Let MaxTempðk; SÞ denote the maximal temperature during the kth execution of S.
The case MaxTempð1; SÞ T obj is proved by Proposition 5. This first execution of S is followed by a cooling time of size d, hence T ðC max þ dÞ ¼ T init , which is the start time of the second execution of S.
The induction hypothesis is then 
The mth execution of S is followed by a cooling time of size d, hence T ðm Á ðC max þ dÞÞ ¼ T init , which is the start time of the m þ 1th execution of S. Applying the reasoning for MaxTempð1; SÞ to the m þ 1th execution yields MaxTempðm þ 1; SÞ T obj . By the induction hypothesis, the proof is then concluded. t u
The size d of the cooling time depends on the difference between T f and T init . It is obtained by solving for d the equation T cool ðC max ; dÞ ¼ T init
Since d must be an integer number, we round it up
Finally, reactive systems must comply to hard deadlines. We do not directly address this when we generate the Pareto fronts. Once the Pareto front is computed, the user can eliminate all the points that fail to meet his or her hard deadline, and then choose one solution among the remaining ones by considering the other criteria.
Taking into Account the Temperature of the Adjacent Cores
In a multicore, multiple cores are located on a single chip at a very short distance from each other, so the temperature of each core impacts the other cores. This is taken into account by Eqs. (14) and (15) . Now, one situation that can arise during our list scheduling algorithm is when the current task t ðnÞ is scheduled at step ðnÞ on some core c such that c's neighbors are (partly) idle during the duration of t ðnÞ . This is illustrated in Fig. 6a where task t ðnÞ is scheduled on c 2 . The risk is that the temperature computed at the end of t ðnÞ is under-estimated because the tasks that will be scheduled on the neighbors of c 2 (i.e., c 1 and c 3 in Fig. 6a ) in a future step of the heuristic will not be accounted for. For instance, Fig. 6b illustrates the case of a task t ðnþ1Þ that is scheduled on c 1 at step ðn þ 1Þ, causing an increase of the temperature on c 2 that was not taken into account when we scheduled t ðnÞ on c 2 . We solve this issue by adding virtual tasks on all the neighbors to over-estimate the temperature: each time a task t ðnÞ is scheduled on some core c, for each neighbor c 0 of c such that the current finish time on c 0 is strictly less than the finish time on c (denoted L ðnÞ c -note that it can be less than L ðnÞ ), we add on c 0 a virtual task that finishes exactly at L ðnÞ c and that runs at frequency f max . These virtual tasks modify the value of T c 0 in Eq. (15), therefore guaranteeing that, whatever the future scheduling decisions, the runtime temperature on core c at time L ðnÞ will actually be below the temperature computed during the step ðnÞ of our heuristic. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Of course, when actual tasks are scheduled on these cores c 0 during future steps, the virtual tasks are removed and the temperature is recomputed accordingly. Table 1 summarizes the main computations used in ERPOT.
Integer Linear Program
We now propose an ILP formulation of our scheduling problem, with the purpose of comparison with the heuristic algorithm presented in Section 4.2. The models and the assumptions used in Section 4.2 are also used here for the ILP program. The decision variables are the following: :
The main objective of our optimization problem is minimizing the total execution time. Then, two kinds of ILP constraints must be formulated. The first kind are the constraints that guarantee the schedulability:
(1) Every replica k of task i should be assigned to exactly one core c 8i; 8k; X c x ikcfs ¼ 1:
(2) Every replica k of task i on core c should be assigned to exactly one level of frequency and be preceded by exactly one cooling time (possibly of size 0)
8i; 8k; 8c; X f;s 
where, exe c ði; c; f; sÞ is the execution time of task i on core c at the fth frequency level and after a cooling time of size s: exe c ði; c; f; sÞ ¼ Exeði; c; fÞ þ s. (5) Tasks can not overlap and must obey their precedence order (M is a constant greater than the largest existing number in the ILP program -"big M method" [39] )
8i; 8j; 8k; 8k 0 ; 8c;
8i 2 predðjÞ; 8k; 8k 0 ; F ik S jk 0 (30) 8i 2 predðjÞ; 8k; 8k 0 ; s ijkk 0 ¼ 1:
(6) If task j is a successor of i and both are assigned to different cores, then this data dependency must be transmitted on the bus 8i; 8k; 8j 2 predðiÞ; 8k 0 ; 8c 0 6 ¼ c;
where the logical operators _ and^are linearized [39] . (7) The start time of data dependency i is computed based on the first idle time of the bus and on the previous data dependencies transmitted on the bus 8i; 8k; 8b; Sb ik ¼ X
where exe b ðj; bÞ is the transmission time of datadependency j on bus b: exe b ðj; bÞ ¼ Exeðj; b; f b Þ (recall that buses operate at the fixed frequency f b , and that we do not insert cooling times on the buses). (8) The finish time of each data dependency is the sum of its start time and its transmission time 8i; 8b; 8k;
(9) Data dependencies must be serialized on the bus 8i; 8k; 8j ! i; 8k 0 ; 8b;
The second kind are the ILP constraints that guarantee that the GSFR / power consumption / temperature remain below L obj / P obj / T obj :
(1) The GSFR must be less than or equal to L obj
8i; X k;c;f;s x ikcfs Á GSFRðc; f; sÞ
(2) The power consumption must be less than P obj X i;k;c;f;s x ik'mc Á exe c ði; c; f; sÞ Á P ðf; sÞ þ X i;k;b B ik Á P ðf b ; 0Þ Á exe b ði; bÞ P obj Á W;
where P ðf; sÞ is the sum of leakage and dynamic power consumption when the task runs at frequency f and is preceded by a cooling time of size s. (3) The temperature on each hardware component (cores and bus) must be less than or equal to T obj 8i; 8k; log ðT 
Heat transfer from neighbor cores
where T 0 , T heat 1 , and T cool 1 represent respectively the initial temperature at t 0 , the heating steady state temperature, and the cooling steady state temperature. Eqs. (41) and (42) are for the cores; for the bus it suffices to replace F ik by Fb ik and to take the value of parameter a corresponding to the bus. Based on these equations, the main objective of ILP is to minimize the total the execution length (the W variable in our ILP formulation), under the constraints specified by Eqs. (23), (24) , (25) , (26) , (27) , (28) , (29) , (30) , (31) , (32) , (33) , (34) , (35) , (36) , (37) , (38) , (39) , (40) , (41) , and (42). In Section 5.4, we will compare the Pareto fronts computed respectively by our quad-criteria heuristic ERPOT and by an ILP program.
SIMULATION RESULTS
We ran several kinds of experiments to evaluate our ERPOT heuristic. In Section 5.1, we assess the influence of the temperature, power consumption, and reliability constraints on the execution time. In Section 5.2, we show a whole Pareto front for a given problem instance. In Section 5.3, we compare ERPOT with the PowerPerf-PET scheduling heuristic from [4] . Finally, in Section 5.4, we compare ERPOT with the ILP program of Section 4.6.
The target multicore chip is shown in Fig. 3b and the parameter values are provided in Table 2 , taken in part from [8] and [7] . Fig. 8 has been obtained with an Alg graph consisting of 41 nodes, generated randomly with TGFF [40] (with the maximum value of in and out degree set to 4), and scheduled on the fully connected quad-core chip specified above. The nominal WCETs of the tasks are in the range ½5 ms; 15 ms while the nominal WCCTs of the data-dependencies are in the range ½3 ms; 5 ms 3 . Fig. 8a shows the variation of the chip temperature in function of the execution time and the effect of the insertion of cooling times in the schedule, for two different values of the initial temperature T init : 298 K and 357 K. In both cases, T obj ¼ 360 K, P obj ¼ 2 W , and L obj ¼ 10 À8 . When T init ¼ 298 K, the temperature increases steadily during a transient phase, and then stabilizes just below T obj , by virtue of the cooling times. When T init ¼ 357 K, the temperature remains just below T obj during the whole schedule, again by virtue of the cooling times. The initial temperature has a significant impact on the schedule length, from 451 ms for 298 K (indicated by the dashed vertical line) to 608 ms for 357 K, a 35 percent increase. Fig. 8b depicts the temperature variation of the five hardware components of the chip (bus, C1, C2, C3, and C4) during a schedule produced with the same parameters as Fig. 8a . The temperatures of the four cores remain in a very small interval, ½356 K; 360 K, demonstrating the effectiveness of our scheduling heuristic for the peak temperature. The bus temperature is significantly below for the simple reason that the bus is often idle. The fact that the temperature variations are very small, both over time and between the cores, is also very good to limit the aging of the chip [7] . Fig. 9 has been obtained with 50 DAGs generated randomly, each with 50 tasks having an Exe nom in the range [3, 12] , and such that the total sum of the Exe nom of their tasks is in the range [540, 560] . Each point is the average value of the C max over the 50 DAGs and each vertical bar shows the range around the average value. The schedule length increases when L obj decreases (Fig. 9a) . This is expected since more replications are required to satisfy the lower failure rate constraint: the two criteria are antagonistic. Moreover, the schedule length increases when P obj decreases (Fig. 9b) . This is expected since lowering the power consumption requires lowering the frequencies used by the cores, which increases the execution time. Again, the two criteria are antagonistic. 3. From now on, the time unit will be the millisecond (ms).
Influence of the Constraints on the Schedules
0 ¼ 10 À5 , C ¼ 0:03 JK À1 , G ¼ 0:3 WK À1 , b h ¼ À11 W , b c ¼ À25 W , a ¼ 0:1 WK À1 for each core C ¼ 0:01 JK À1 , G ¼ 0:1 WK À1 , b h ¼ À4 W , b c ¼ À8 W , a
Pareto Fronts Obtained with ERPOT
In this Section, we compute the whole Pareto front for an Alg graph with 41 nodes onto the quad-core Arc graph of Fig. 3b with the parameters of Table 2 . Ideally, we would like to visualize this Pareto front in 4D. However, when printed on paper, it is very hard to understand. To circumvent this difficulty, we show several Pareto fronts in 3D in the (execution time, GSFR, temperature) space and make it vary in the fourth dimension, the power consumption. We use 10 different values for each criterion. These threshold values must be provided by the user because they are application and platform dependent.
L obj 2 f10 À9 ; 3:16 Á 10 À9 ; 10 À8 ; . . . ; 3:16 Á 10 À5 g; P obj 2 f1:3; 1:6; 1:9; . . . ; 4:0g, in Watts; T obj 2 f340; 345; 350; . . . ; 385g, in Kelvin. Algorithm 2 implements the grid method for our four criteria. The function ERPOT with the parameters L i ; P j ; T k returns the Pareto point that minimizes the execution time under the constraints L < L i , P < P j , and T < T k . Since L obj follows a logarithmic scale, L incr is used as a multiplier.
Algorithm 2. Grid Method Algorithm for 4 Criteria
input: The range ½L min ; L max and the increment L incr input: The range ½P min ; P max and the increment P incr input: The range ½T min ; T max and the increment T incr output: The list of Pareto points
while L i L max do 4:
while P j P max do 6:
while T k T max do 8:
Res Res [ ERPOTL i ; P j ; T k 9:
T k T k þ T incr 10:
end while 11:
end while 15:
return REMOVENONDOMINATEDPOINTS(Res) 16: end function Fig. 10 shows the resulting Pareto front in 3D for three different values of P obj , 1:3 W , 2:5 W , and 4:0 W . A lower value of P obj implies higher values for the C max . This is expected because the power consumption and the execution time are antagonistic.
As expected also, when T obj decreases, the C max increases because more cooling times must be inserted and lower frequencies are chosen. For instance, in Fig. 10a , at 360 K the C max varies in the range ½866 ms; 1038 ms, while at 340 K it varies in the range ½1041 ms; 1222 ms.
When L obj increases, the C max increase because more tasks must be replicated to compensate for the higher failure rate. Again this is expected because these two criteria are antagonistic. For instance, in Fig. 10c, at 10 À5 failures per ms, the C max varies in the range ½341 ms; 498 ms, while it varies in ½403 ms; 594 ms at 10 À9 .
Comparison with PowerPerf-PET
We have also compared ERPOT with the PowerPerf-PET heuristic from [4] (Algorithm 7) but without considering the reliability since PowerPerf-PET does not address this criterion. PowerPerf-PET uses two separate cost functions to select the core and the frequency to execute the current task. To select the core, it evaluates, for each task t i , the product of the total power consumption of each core before mapping t i , and its earliest possible available time for executing t i . The task is allocated to the core having the minimum value of this product (the "PowerPerf" part). Then, to select the frequency, it uses a weighted sum of the performance P , the energy E, and the temperature T (the "PET" part). In contrast, we use a unique cost function to select the core, its frequency, and the length of the cooling time (if any). Regarding the cooling times, PowerPerf-PET never inserts one. Moreover, the temperature model of PowerPerf-PET is based on measurement rather than an analytic model based on the differential heat propagation equation, and it does not take into account the heat propagation from the neighbor cores. Similarly, the power consumption model is based on measurement, and the effect of the temperature on the power consumption is not taken into account.
As application graphs, we choose the five benchmarks from the E3S suite [41] and five DAGs randomly generated with TGFF [40] (with the maximum value of in and out degree set to 4). For each DAG, the target architecture is the quad-core platform of Section 5.1. For ERPOT, we take the following values for the P obj and T obj constraints, resulting in 100 points in each Pareto front: P obj 2 f1:3; 1:6; 1:9; . . . ; 4:0g, in Watts; T obj 2 f340; 345; 350; . . . ; 385g, in Kelvin. Thanks to the grid method, ERPOT produces one Pareto point in each cell of this 2D space. This is not the case of PowerPerf-PET because it relies on the transformation method with a weighted sum. As explained in Section 2, this does not allow exploring the entire search space. Table 3 reports the number of cells for which each algorithm succeeds in finding a valid schedule. In each cell of the grid containing a solution from ERPOT and from PowerPerf-PET, we compute the percentage between the C max of these two schedules as C max ðPowerPerf-PETÞ À C max ðERPOTÞ C max ðPowerPerf-PETÞ Â 100:
Finally, we compute the average of these percentages over all the suitable cells of the 2D space. The results are reported in Table 3 . ERPOT systematically outperforms PowerPerf-PET by at least 27 percent. Several reasons explain this significant difference. First, PowerPerf-PET is based on a weighted sum of its three criteria P , E, and T . This does not allow the concave parts of the Pareto front to be found (see Fig. 1b) . As a consequence, PowerPerf-PET computes the convex hull of the Pareto front while ERPOT computes the actual one, including its concave parts. Second, ERPOT uses a smart cost function to sort the ready tasks, taking into account for each task t the longest execution path from t to the end of the graph (see Section 4.2). This allows us to schedule first the tasks that are in the critical path, which reduces the overall execution time.
Evaluation of the ILP Model
We have implemented our ILP program (see Section 4.6) in the CPLEX ILOG solver [42] -version 12.6.3, and we have run it on an Intel quad-core i5 CPU with 6 GB RAM. It returns the optimal result, i.e., the schedule with the minimal execution time under the L obj , P obj , and T obj constraints. The drawback is that the complexity of finding this optimal schedule is exponential in the size of the problem instance (number of tasks of the Alg graph plus number of cores times number of frequencies). To be specific, our ILP program was not able to complete its execution for DAGs larger than 9 tasks because the CPLEX solver ran out of memory.
We have run our ILP program on 10 DAGs randomly generated with TGFF [40] , each with 8 tasks, and a homogeneous dual-core with a single bus with three frequency/ voltage levels. The WCETs of the tasks are randomly chosen in the range ½3 ms; 12 ms while the WCCTs are randomly chosen in the range ½2 ms; 4 ms. Besides, the cooling times are limited to 1 ms. Finally, ten different values of each criterion L obj , P obj , and T obj are considered (as in Section 5.2).
For each DAG, we build the full 4D Pareto front with ERPOT and with the ILP program, and in each cell we compute the percentage between the C max of these two schedules as C max ðERPOTÞ À C max ðILPÞ C max ðERPOTÞ Â 100:
For each Pareto front, we compute the minimum, maximum, and average difference between the two solutions. Table 4 summarizes the results. On average, the length of the non optimal schedule obtained with our ERPOT heuristic is between 8 and 10 percent above the length of the optimal schedule obtained with the ILP program, which we claim is not too bad. However, recall that the ILP solver can only compute the Pareto front for very small DAGs, no larger than 8 tasks.
Finally, Fig. 11 plots the percentage of the C max between the two Pareto fronts generated by ERPOT and by the ILP program for the DAG # 6 from Table 4 . The largest deviations between ERPOT and ILP occur when the L obj , P obj , and T obj constraints are the more stringent. The reason is that the ILP program makes better choices between inserting cooling times and lowering the frequency/voltage.
RELATED WORK
Several related works optimize the executing time, reliability, power consumption, and temperature for applications running on multicores. Most of them consider only two criteria, the execution time and one of the other three criteria. A few related work consider three criteria. However, no existing results consider the four criteria altogether. Many results address the problem in the context of applications modeled as a set of real-time tasks, usually pre-emptible, and scheduled by a real-time operating system (RTOS) according to some priority policy (see e.g., [43] , [44] , [45] to cite only a few). Each task t i is defined by a tuple ðA i ; C i ; D i ; p i Þ, where A i is the arrival time (defined either according to a periodic of sporadic activation model), C i is the worst-case execution time, D i is the deadline, and p i is the priority. Since our application model is totally different, we do not detail these works.
In [5] , Girault and Kalla present a bi-criteria optimization ready list heuristic algorithm to schedule a DAG of tasks onto a heterogeneous multi-core processor. The algorithm minimizes both the total execution time and the soft error rate. Instead of directly using the system's reliability as an optimization criterion, the authors introduce a new criterion called the Global System Failure Rate. The GSFR is computed based on the system's reliability (i.e., the reliability of the schedule on the multicore, computed with classical reliability techniques such as reliability block diagrams) and on the total execution time. The main advantage of the GSFR over the reliability is that it is an invariant measure of the schedule (see Section 3.3 for details), which makes it suitable to use the transformation method. This allows the authors to use the transformation method to compute the Pareto front in the 2D space (execution time, GSFR). This method has been generalized in [2] by Assayad et al. to take into account the power consumption, therefore providing a tri-criteria list scheduling algorithm to optimize the execution time, the GSFR, and the power consumption. The effect of voltage and frequency on the failure rate per time unit of the cores is taken into account. However, it does not take into account the temperature of the cores. ERPOT extends [2] precisely to take into account the temperature.
In [7] , Das et al. propose a bi-criteria genetic algorithm to schedule a DAG of tasks onto a set of identical cores interconnected in a mesh network topology. The algorithm maximizes two criteria, (i) the system reliability (called the "performability") and (ii) the lifetime, under a given energy constraint E max and a given latency constraint P max (the latency is incorrectly denoted "period"). DVFS is used to lower the total energy consumed. The reliability model, a variant of the Poisson model of Shatz and Wang [24] , takes into account the voltage/frequency effect on the failure rate, as in [10] . The lifetime is computed by taking into account failures due to electromigration (EM), with a Weibull distribution. In order to improve the system reliability and the lifetime, some tasks are chosen to be actively replicated; this choice is made by the genetic algorithm. The result is a set of non-dominated solutions in the 2D space (reliability, lifetime). The reliability is improved by increasing the number of replicas, while the lifetime is improved by lowering the temperature. It follows that increasing the number of replicas increases the chip temperature, which in turn decreases the lifetime; in this sense the two criteria are antagonistic. However, due to the very high cost of the genetic algorithm, only small DAGs can be scheduled (up to 20 tasks), while we are able to handle DAGS of size greater than 100 tasks. Besides, the effect of the chip temperature on the lifetime and on the reliability is not taken into account. Finally, the leakage power is ignored.
In [4] , Sheikh and Ahmad address the PETOS problem (Performance, Energy, and Temperature Optimized Scheduling), where a DAG of tasks must be scheduled onto a set of M parallel cores operating under K available frequency levels. Because large DAGs are considered, only heuristic algorithms can be used (i.e., neither ILP nor exhaustive search algorithms). The authors propose 16 different heuristic, which are classified according to (i) the core selection strategy and (ii) the frequency selection strategy. None of the heuristic algorithms proposed in [4] is able to optimize the reliability, including PowerPerf-PET already described in Section 5.3.
In [9] , Xie et al. present an energy-efficient fault-tolerant list scheduling heuristic. The application model is a DAG of tasks, and the architecture model is a distributed memory multi-processor with a CAN network. Processors are heterogeneous and equipped with DVFS, but leakage power is ignored. The reliability model is the Poisson model of Shatz and Wang [24] , and the effect of DVFS on the failure rate per time unit is taken into account as in [10] , but not the temperature. Active replication is applied to each task of the DAG so as to satisfy a given reliability goal for the resulting system (e.g., 0.99). When doing so, the frequencies of the processors the task is mapped to are taken into account. The proposed heuristic minimizes the total energy under this reliability constraint, but the authors do not compute Pareto fronts.
Finally, Papadimitriou and Yannakakis address the problem of computing an approximate Pareto front in the case where the size of the exact Pareto front (i.e., the number of Pareto optima) is exponential in the size of the problem instance. They define the notion of "-approximated Pareto front, for which each point is at most at a distance " from an optimal Pareto point in each dimension (using the L 1 norm). For this reason, the size of the "-approximate Pareto front is much smaller than that of the exact Pareto front. The authors prove that for any n-criteria optimization problem, any problem instance x, and any ", there exists an approximate "-approximate Pareto front the size of which is polynomial in the size of x and in 1=", but exponential in n.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel quad-criteria distributed scheduling heuristic called ERPOT (for Execution time, Reliability, POwer consumption and Temperature), which minimizes the schedule length under three constraints: the power consumption, the maximal temperature, and the Global System Failure Rate (GSFR, which generalizes the classical failure rate per time unit of hardware elements to a whole schedule on a multicore architecture). These four criteria are all crucial to optimize embedded systems. By varying the three constraints and repeatedly invoking our ERPOT heuristic, we are able to compute the whole Pareto front in the 4D space (execution time, failure rate, power, temperature).
Using ERPOT in practice involves (i) modelling the application as a DAG of tasks, (ii) evaluating the WCET of each task with a dedicated tool, (iii) gathering all the parameter values from the chip, (iv) building the Pareto front, and (v) chosing one solution from the Pareto front according to the application and user constraints.
The failure rate constraint is met by adding active replica in the schedule. Hence the failure rate and the schedule length are antagonistic criteria. The power consumption constraint is met by using Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS). Hence the schedule length and the power consumption are antagonistic criteria. Finally, the temperature constraint is met by inserting cooling times in the schedule (but also by lowering the voltage). Hence the schedule length and the temperature are antagonistic criteria.
The antagonisms between the criteria already make the scheduling problem very complex. Moreover, there are other interplays that must also be taken into account. For instance, lowering the voltage makes the hardware sensitive to lower energy particles, thereby increasing the nominal failure rates of the hardware components of the target architecture. ERPOT is the first scheduling heuristic able to take into account all those antagonisms.
Extensive experimental results show that our scheduling heuristic works very well: (i) on small application graphs, ERPOT is outperformed on average by less than 10 percent by an ILP program that produces the optimal Pareto fronts; (ii) on large application graphs, both synthetic and real-life, ERPOT outperforms the PowerPerf-PET scheduling heuristic on average by 33 percent. The largest deviations between ERPOT and ILP occur when the L obj , P obj , and T obj constraints are more stringent. The reason is that the ILP program makes better choices between inserting cooling times and lowering the frequency/voltage. This hints at potential avenues for future improvements of ERPOT.
It is tempting to extend our method to a general N-constraints method. However, in the context of real-time embedded systems, we believe that it is not possible. First, the constraints are inter-dependent, as evidenced by Eq. (6). The only possibility to get a general N-constraint method would be if the constraints were independent of each other. Second, incorporating the power consumption into our method required inserting virtual tasks in the schedule to fill holes, in order to avoid under-estimating the power consumption (see Section 4.3). Third, a similar issue emerged when incorporating the temperature, which required us to also insert virtual tasks to avoid under-estimating the peak temperature (see Section 4.5). Although it may seem that the solution is identical for the power consumption and temperature, this is not the case. As a matter of fact, keeping the system under a temperature threshold also requires inserting cooling times in the schedule.
